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Porsche 911 Turbo S Exclus ive Series  Coupe. Image courtesy of Porsche

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

German automaker Porsche is giving buyers of its  2018 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series Coupe the chance to
accessorize in the same style as the car.

With a starting price of $257,500, the model limited to 500 units marks the first time that Porsche has offered owners
the chance to have a chronograph created to the same specifications as their vehicle. For auto enthusiasts, creating
accessory extensions offer another means to showcase their affection for a favorite vehicle.

From road to wrist
The latest 911 Turbo S model makes 607 horsepower, an increase of 27 horsepower, making it the most powerful
vehicle in the collection yet. This model can accelerate from 0 to 60 mph in 2.8 seconds.

This new release is built by hand at the Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur customization studio within the automaker's
headquarters in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, which also handles limited-edition models.

The car is available in a custom golden yellow metallic paint color, but consumers can also have their vehicle
painted in a different hue.

The 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series. The exceptional.

Carbon fiber details also contribute to the car's sporty look, with the material used for both the interior and exterior.
Also continued inside is the golden yellow color, which appears in stripes and on the headrests.

Along with the car, those who purchase the 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series Coupe vehicle have the option to add on
corresponding accessories.

A luggage set comprising two weekender bags, a handbag and garment bag mimics the look of the car, and is
designed to fit in the trunk space. This retails for $6,324.
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Luggage for Porsche 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series Coupe. Image courtesy of Porsche

Porsche also worked with Porsche Design to develop a timepiece. The titanium watch features carbon details and
will be painted in the same color as the consumers' vehicle.

This marks Porsche's first time commissioning a chronograph that reflects the design of a limited-edition model.

Previously referred to as "Porsche Exclusive," the Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur workshop is developing into a
global brand with this limited-edition launch. The studio will offer custom modifications to vehicles, while also
creating special equipment for different models and producing Porsche's limited-edition vehicles.

British automaker Rolls -Royce is expanding on its role as a transporter of owners and their belongings with a
specially designed luggage collection inspired by its Wraith model.

The full set, priced at $45,854, comprises six pieces: two valises, three weekender bags and a garment bag. While a
Wraith owner could put any luggage in their trunk, owning luggage that is designed with their car's compartments
and style in mind will likely be a welcome addition (see story).
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